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Abstract:  — now a day’s web services region is too big to handle it. The behavior of independent user is important but more 

important is to analyze web service behavior because we perform our work in terms of various web services. The quality of total 

system is depends upon various web services. When we need to concentrate on behavior of web services at that time various factors 

need to be consider e.g. response time, throughput, failure probability, availability, price, popularity etc. Therefore, the capabilities 

of selecting correct and collaborative web services at run time on the web are so much needful while developing web applications. 

The payment web service performance values are response time and latency. So advanced micro-time methods used to measure 

and evaluate these quality parameters values.   

 

Index Terms: —   Process mining, business process management, service discovery, conformance checking, Service Mining 

 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 Service mining is nothing but a process to discover 

interesting and useful compositions of existing web 

services. It has the top down web service composition views 

in cases where the goals are unavailable or unknown. WIL 

van DER AALST,
[1]

 suggested that process mining 

manifesto in which challenges of web services mentioned. 

Web service mining does not assume a priori knowledge 

about web services fundamentals. Instead of using a query 

to search for a specific type of composition in a top down 

fashion, web service mining needs to relies on component 

web services themselves to aggregate up in a bottom up and 

exploratory way. The popularity of web services has been 

raised as an enabler of service oriented architecture (SOA). 

Web services play an important role in development of 

service oriented architecture (SOA). Therefore most 

software companies who are relating to planning, 

development and management of SOA are interested in web 

services quality improvement. Hence web service 

development is huge in demand to grow up with recent e-

commerce market. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

  T. Rajendran ET. Al.
[2]

 suggested that web service is 

an application which is acknowledged by a uniform resource 

locator (url) and its interfaces and bindings can be described 

in a xml document. It can be become aware by another web 

services and used directly with another web services. Web 

services communicate and interact with the help of soap, uddi 

and wsdl. Simple object access protocol (soap) is a protocol 

of transport that allows the exchange of xml documents. 

Universal description discovery integration (uddi) which 

particularly makes it possible to companies to publish their 

web services. Molood makhlughian et. Al.
[3]

 and natallia 

kokash
[4] 

suggested that web services are not tied to any one 

operating system or programming language. For example, 

java can communicate with perl, windows applications can 

communicate with unix applications. Web services do not 

require the use of browsers or html.web services describe a 

standard way of integrating web based applications using the 

xml, soap, wsdl, and uddi, which are open standards over an 

internet protocol. 

  Shuiguang deng ET. Al.
[5]  

 and varun goyal et. Al.
[6] 

suggested that electronic payment systems are required to be 

combined with each other to grow their extensibility. Right 

now many of these work in isolation and do require a 

standard for inters processing of them. Xml is used to tag the 

data, soap is used to transfer the data, wsdl is used to describe 

and bind the web services. Uddi is used to enlist web services 

storage respective to companies demand. E-business portals 

can share and communicate the data by using web services 

without affecting the barriers of firewall. Web services do not 

provide the user with a gui.  

  Bosse ET. Al. 
[7]

 and kalpana johari et. Al. 
[8]  

suggested that  web services allow different applications 

from different sources to communicate with each other 

without time consuming, custom coding because all 

communication are in xml.web services shares business 

logic, data, and processes through a programmatic interface 

across a network. It is the applications and their interfaces are 

helpful to software programmers. Developers can add the 
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web service to a gui such as a web page or an executable 

program to offer specific functionality to number of users. 

 

III. RESEARCH PROBLEM  

 

E shopping portals has various problems because of poor web 

service performance of payment gateway, couriers 

information systems. Electronic payment systems like 

electronic checks, electronic cash, smart cards, and many 

other electronic payment system techniques are emerging 

with each other. They need to share information across each 

other to support e-commerce. Time out failures is one type of 

error occurred during running session. Web services poor 

availability and response time generates time-out failures. 

Request message rejection errors are also mostly faced by e-

customers. To address these problems we need to measure 

web services quality parameters like response time and 

latency. Proposed system is effective way to measure the web 

services quality. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

 

  Web clients can share the web services quality 

among them and which depends upon web services 

functional and non-functional property. The web service 

quality parameters are composed of service level 

measurement quality, business value quality, interoperable 

quality, manageable quality and security quality. Business 

quality group includes only the business logic values. System 

quality groups are composed of the various and in various 

quality parts. Session failure arises most time because 

message processing may take maximum time than allotted. In 

such case, a time-out error message is shown on the terminal 

or monitor. The various quality parts consist of quality 

factors whose values can be continuously changing in run-

time of web service. On the while, the static quality part 

refers to quality factors whose values are determined as soon 

as the services development is finished. The invariant quality 

part includes interoperability quality, business process 

quality, manageable quality and security quality. Business 

values quality refers to business logic criteria to select the 

right web service by evaluating their performance with real 

market values. For estimation of business values, it includes 

the criteria web services cost, recognition, reputation, 

business logic performance and service provider reputation. 

Electronic payment systems are required to be combined with 

each other to grow their extensibility. Right now many of 

these work in isolation and do require a standard for inters 

processing of them. Service level measurement quality 

measures the performance of web services in numeric values 

like response time, maximum throughput, availability, 

accessibility and success ability. 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

Receipt module - 

  It is PHP file which stores algorithm of selecting 

web services for payment process. It selects web services as 

per their improved quality parameters as like availability, 

response time, latency etc. Receipt class takes credentials 

checking when customer wants to place order. Further card 

details accepted & payment received. At same time 

microtime( ) measures page execution time to show response 

time & latency for particular transaction. Response log & 

latency log added to admin backend which admin able to 

monitor & analyze. Admin able to check best response time 

& latency, by taking median value from high value & low 

value. 

 

Response log -  

  Micro time () measure page response time when 

customer session from shopping cart redirected towards 

payment process so measured response time shown in log. 

 

Latency log -  

  Latency is a total trip time of payment web service 

executed by server. Measured latency is trip time of that 

current service which added towards latency log. 

 

Conformance Checking - 

In conformance checking admin go through comparative 

analysis of current payment web service and previous 

payment web service. Admin finalize best bit value for 

response time and latency. Also continuous model 

enhancement achieved for secure payment service. 

Algorithm to measure latency and response time 

Begin; 

Initialize session; 

Initialize debit or credit card authentication of e-customer; 

Set product shipping details; 

Measure response time for session; 

Calculate latency time using round trip to server; 

Store results log for future comparative analysis; 

End session; 

End;  

VI. RESULT ANALYSIS  
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As per process mining manifesto, challenges and existing 

methods are useful in process behavior. But now days in 

process mining, response time and latency are important 

factors in web services quality. So using these techniques and 

micro time methods of proposed system gives best bit values 

for response time & latency. 

 

  As per measured quality parameters of latency time 

& response time for six sessions, chart is showing the 

comparative analysis of it. Best service response time is 

0.0133ms. & best latency is 0.1616ms.  Following are web 

application image showing response log & latency log. 

  Image of response log showing response time 

measured in milliseconds for every payment web service. 

Best bit value measured every time and stored for future 

comparative analysis.   

 

Image of response log showing response time measured in 

milliseconds for every payment web service. Best bit value 

measured every time and stored for future comparative 

analysis.   

 

  Image of latency log showing latency time measured 

in milliseconds for every payment web service. Best bit value 

measured every time and stored for future comparative 

analysis.   

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

  We are able to find out web services behavior and 

web service quality parameters which work for e – shopping 

portal and payment gateway. We can monitor the web service 

performance and client feedbacks regarding the performance 

of e - shopping portal. Also we can increase secure web 

services and applications as per recent trends in e commerce 
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market. Web services are usually appealed through networks, 

so the network performance easily increased via developed 

web service quality. Service mining targets to bond the gap 

of business intelligence (bi) and business process 

management (BPM) 
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